This work pursues the investigations conducted in existing comparative descriptive studies on word stress in Received Pronunciation (RP), Cameron English (CamE) speech and related accents which have provided the data for this paper, and further generative studies. Its purpose is to submit a pioneer comprehensive argument for a Competing Constraints Model of analysis of English word stress. According to this model, word stress placement in both Inner Circle and non-native accents represented by CamE is best seen as the outcome of a competition between several constraints, the winner or winners of which determine the position of stress. The constraints reviewed, or analysed when they are new findings, are those already established in older Englishes, as well as those which have developed in the course of indigenization of English in Cameroon. The complexity of English word stress is due to the diversity, and the conflicting, variable and unpredictable nature, of these constraints. The model proposed here is not helpful in predicting the position of stress as such, but does help in understanding why it falls where it falls. It helps indeed in accounting even for data hitherto regarded as exceptions to given patterns.
Introduction
Why do se mester and sinister have different stress patterns in RP although they are phonologically similar? Which two opposing pressures account for the stress difference between words such as RP a tomic, e lectric, ge neric on the one hand, and Arabic, A rithmetic, rhetoric on the other? What makes spiritual a unique irregularity in the RP stress system, and what are the possible motivations for this stress pattern? Considering the RP and CamE stress positions in the derivatives maintain + ance and insure + ance, what accounts for the internal inconsistency, within each variety, and across the two varieties, in RP maintenance and in surance on the one hand, and CamE main tenance and insurance on the other? What are the motivations for the three different stress patterns of safari ( safari, sa fari, safa ri) heard in CamE speech? What general patterns of stress motivate CamE capi talism? Why is the stress pattern of CamE (verb) record a conspicuous exception in terms of the general rules of word stress in this variety of English?
The paper attempts an answer to these and many more puzzles, using the notion of constraint which, in the context of this analysis, refers to the appeal for stress to fall on a particular syllable. This appeal is based on a number of internalised rules of stress placement, conscious or unconscious. It should be stressed that the term "constraint" is not quite used in the Optimality (OT) sense, and that the analysis offered here is not based on OT, although it resembles it. This work follows studies showing data on stress peculiarities in Cameroon English (CamE) and neighbouring varieties such as Nigerian English (Kujore 1985; Atoye 1991; Simo Bobda 1995 , 1997 , 2004 Peng and Jean 2001) , and further studies on the predictability of stress in these varieties (Peng and Jean 2001; Simo Bobda 1994 , 2008 . The data for CamE is clearly established in the literature, and shown in Chapter Three of Simo Bobda (1994) , for example. The present study is motivated by the fact that an approach to English word stress based on the search for rules has proven limits, and argues for the safer "competing constraints" approach, which identifies constraints and the way they compete for stress placement, in Received Pronunciation (RP) and one non-native variety, CamE. The constraints, which are given only a cursory treatment in Simo Bobda (2010) , are discussed in much greater detail in this paper. They include general constraints which operate in RP and older Englishes, and sui generis ones which have developed in the process of localization of English. Terms like constraint, conflict, victory, win and its derivatives are used in the discussion of similar phenomena by earlier writers such as Bauer (1994) ; Roach (2000: 97) further uses the word decision to refer to the choice of a particular syllable for stress placement. But the present study can be claimed to pioneer a Competing Constraints Model of analysis of English word stress. In other words, while some of the analyses found in the work can be found here and there in the literature, the competing mechanisms examined constitute the focus of the contribution made in the study.
The constraints
The complexity of word stress in English is matched by an equally complex network of constraints which influence stress placement. Those discussed below are, however, arguably among the most salient and the most active.
Some Constraints in RP
It will be recalled (see Simo Bobda 2010) that the major constraints which regulate word stress in Inner Circle English accents -RP taken as the reference -and which this paper expands, include the Backward Stress (BWS) constraint, the Antepenultimate Stress constraint (APS), the Heavy Syllable Stress constraint (HSS), the Noun-Verb Alternation (NVA), Base Stress (BS), the Affix Stress Property (ASP), and the Donor Language Stress (DLS) constraints.
Backward Stress refers to the general rule of English word stress that each learner assimilates, which is that, unlike most human languages (Hyman 1975: 210) , including Italian where stress generally falls on the penultimate syllable or French where stress falls on the final syllable, English has a predominantly backward stress, that is, stress that tends to fall somewhere towards the beginning of words. Two-syllable words are thus stressed mostly on the penultimate syllable, three-syllable words mostly on the antepenultimate syllable, words of more than three syllables mostly on the antepenultimate or the preantepenultimate syllable. The chart by Delattre (1966: 29) in (1) captures this phenomenon and provides statistics which the recent evolution of the language, arguably, may not have altered significantly:
Insert Table 1 Here It is on the basis of this awareness that a French-speaking learner of English, for example, is able to understand and assimilate the fact that the English cognates of French per sonne, inter valle, cine ma, tempera ture, for example, should be person, interval, cinema, temperature.
But just how acceptably far back can stress be placed on English words? There are visibly constraints there too. English stress is generally not placed farther back than the fourth syllable from the end of a word. That is why, in a discussion of stress placement such as that of Kreidler (1989) , there are consecrated terms like ultimate, penultimate, antepenultimate and preantepenultimate syllables to designate stress position, but no term for the fifth syllable.
In fact when, in a derivative, stress might fall farther back than the preantepenultimate syllable, it is generally shifted to a later syllable. This phenomenon is seen in the way -ly adverbs are derived from some adjectives in -ary, typically in military+ly and necessary+ly. The suffix -ly is normally a typical example of a stress-neutral affix, as in happy+ly AE happily, final+ly AE finally, ultimate + -lyAE ultimately, competent +ly AE competently. On this basis, one expects militarily +-ly AE militarily and necessary + -lyAE necessarily. But because stress in these derivatives falls on the fifth syllable backwards, it is readjusted to a later syllable as mili tarily and neces sarily which are the traditional RP stress patterns for these words. Other words in -arily like tempo rarily and volun tarily are currently aligning themselves to this pattern, although the influence of Base Stress remains strong in all -arily words, resulting in a sizeable minority of RP speakers producing initial stress in such words (see Wells 2000 , Jones et 2003 .
It is arguably the same motivation for stress not to fall too far back which accounts for patterns like Catholic +-ism AE Ca tholicism and infantile + -ism AE in fantilism. In fact, Catholicsm and infantilism are the only words where -ism is not stress-neutral. A close examination of the innerworks of English stress shows that this violation of the stress-neutrality of -ism is part of the constraints to prevent stress from falling on the initial syllable of these words. These lexically conditioned cases are, however, marginal, since many English words in -ism (e.g. patriotism, nationalism, bi lingualism,) do have the stress pattern expected.
Of the early syllables which thus tend to receive stress in English words, the antepenultimate is the favourite, hence the Antepenultimate Stress (APS) constraint. As Allen (1965: 175) rightly notes, English speakers find it natural and comfortable to stress a word on the antepenultimate syllable. Recall the chart above which shows that 55% of words of three syllables are stressed on this syllable. Of those of four syllables, 36% are stressed on the antepenult, 33% on the preantepenult and 29% on the penult.
Several phenomena in the English language confirm this predilection for antepenultimate stressing, or conspire for its achievement. They include the large number of antepenultimate stress assigning suffixes, the historical and contemporary movement to the antepenult, the fact that exceptions to some patterns are in fact cases of compliance to antepenultimate stressing, the Alternating Stress Rule and the phenomenon of stem-forming augments feeding this rule.
A large number of suffixes such as those in (2) are quasi-systematically antepenultimate stress assigning.
Insert Table 2 Here
Those shown in (3) very commonly assign antepenultimate stress
Insert Table 3 Here
The fact that most of these suffixes are extremely productive suggests the impressive number of antepenultimate stress patterns they yield in English and, indeed, the weight of this stress pattern in the language.
For the past two hundred years, words such as those in (4) have changed to antepenultimate stress Insert Table 4 Here
The words in (5) are in the course of changing to the same pattern.
Insert Table 5 Here
Knowing that most roads lead to the antepenult enables the analyst to reassess some apparent exceptions and find out that they are in keeping with the antepenultimate stressing principle. Affixes offer a very good illustration. Some unique cases where they depart from their usual stress property are conspiracies to establish stress in its favourite position. For example, Table (6) shows in the first column the example affixes, their common stress properties in the second column, example words in the third column, and the exception(s) to the rule with antepenultimate stress in the fourth column.
Insert Table 6 Here According to Chomsky and Halle's (1968: 78) generative analysis, the Alternating Stress Rule (ASR) refers to the phenomenon whereby stress, underlyingly on the final syllable by virtue of its heavy rhyme conditioning the Main Stress Rule (MSR) in the first transformation cycle, shifts to the antepenult at the end of the process. This shift is shown below for the words indicate, verify and colonise.
Insert Table 7 Here
After the ASR, a Stress Adjustment Rule (SAR) arranges the three levels of stress (1, 2, 3 in descending order of prominence) as follows:
Insert Table 8 Here That all roads lead to antepenultimate stress is interestingly further seen in the way the stem-forming augments feed the ASR. Many words underlyingly in -CVC+ate, which underlyingly do not meet the structural description for the ASR to apply because they are disyllabic, are lengthened to three syllables by the addition of before -ate to allow for the process. We thus have in (9) Insert Table 9 Here
Previous writers (eg Roach 2000: 93-103; McMahon 2002: 120-121 ) have acknowledged and discussed the influence of word class on stress placement. Lexical words, namely nouns, verbs, and adjectives, have thus been shown to have characteristic stress patterns depending on some parameters including syllable weight, which will be discussed in greater detail below. Noun-Verb alternation (NVA) offers a sterling example of the influence of word class on stress placement. NVA refers to the phenomenon whereby dissyllabic words which can have a noun form and a verb form are generally stressed initially in their noun form and finally in their verb form. Classic examples are contract (N) ~ con tract (V), convict ~ con vict, discount, dis count, export ~ ex port, transfer ~trans fer, etc.
The stress alternation in such pairs is usually accompanied by an alternation bettween a strong vowel in a stressed and a weak vowel in an unstressed syllable as in . The exceptions include import transport and discount where the alternants are segmentally identical, and increase where the segmental variation between the alternants is minimal.
Many pairs also differ both phonologically and orthographically, like applause N ~ applaud V, success ~succeed, advice ~ advise, extent ~ extend.
According to Aitchison (2001: 90) , the existence of a large number of such dissyllabic alternations in English is in keeping with a slow evolution which has been affecting English since the second half of the 16th century. The author of Language Change: Progress or Decay? reports that every two-syllable word which could either be a noun or a verb was stressed on the second syllable in the early sixteenth century. The origin of the final stress can be attributed to the influence of French, as we are then only about a century after the Norman period.
Then by 1570, Aitchison reports, three words, outlaw, rebel, record, had shifted the stress on the nominal form to the first syllable, yielding pairs like outlaw N ~ out law V, rebel N ~ re bel V, record N ~re cord V. There were five such pairs by 1582, 24 by 1660, 35 by 1934. This evolution is represented in the graph (10) below.
Insert In other words, there are many exceptions to the noun-verb alternation in the two directions in the sense that in a large number of pairs both members are stressed finally or initially.
The notion of syllable weight is at the centre of the discussion of stress placement in English. For example, it accounts for penultimate stress in a genda and antepenultimate stress in Canada (when neither of the later syllables is heavy). The Heavy Syllable Stress (HSS) constraint, as in these examples, has to do with the distinction between heavy (or strong) syllables which attract stress, and light (or weak) syllables, which tend not to. The weight of a syllable, it will be recalled, is determined by its rhyme. Put simply, a heavy syllable is one which (a) has a tense vowel or (b) has a diphthong as its nucleus, and /or (c) ends with a consonant cluster, while a light syllable is one which has none of the characteristics. (a) We find ourseleves there in the face of a"hen or chicken" debate trying hard to determine which one produces the other, indeed in the middle of the circularity long pointed out by Dickerson (1978) . If one were to make an exclusive statement, one would think that it makes more sense to say that stress influences vowel quality; one would maintain, for instance, that the of pertain is due to the occurrence of stress on the second syllable, while the weak vowel of the comparable words bargain, mountain and fountain is due to the absence of stress on the second syllable. It is indeed arguable that, if these words were stressed as bar gain, moun tain, foun tain, they would be pronounced with an that is, How word stress can be said to dictate vowel quality is verified by the way the following fluctuating stress patterns of words such as comparable, controversy and preferable yield different vowel patterns (11):
Insert Table 11 Here
To return to the notion of competing constraints, a historical change in stress generally results from a change of winning constraints over a period. For example, it seems evident that the change from pre cedence to present-day precedence discussed earlier has resulted from the change from winning BS (see pre cede +ence) to a winning BWS/APS, while the recent change from a cumen to acumen has resulted from the change from winning DLS to BWS or APS; and the emerging pre ferable from preferable has resulted from APS and BS winning over BWS . The consequent evolution of the phonological structures of the words can be vividly appreciated in the table (12):
Insert Table 12 Here
The Affix Stress Property (ASP) constraint refers to the different ways in which affixes affect the stress patterns of the bases to which they are attached. The phenomenon is amply discussed by authors like Fudge (1984) and Poldauf (1984) . The influence of prefixes and suffixes is one of the strongest stress constraints in English. The stress behaviour of the derivatives of democrat below aptly illustrates the point:
Insert Table 13 Here Affixes are divided into different categories with regard to their influence on stress placement. There are thus Stress-Neutral (SN) affixes, which do not affect stress in the base to which they are attached, and Stress-Determining (SD) affixes. SD affixes are in turn sub-divided into Self-Stressed (SS) affixes, which pull stress onto their first syllable and Pre-Stressed (PS) affixes, which cause stress to fall on a preceding syllable. Finally, PS affixes are sub-divided into Pre-Stressed One (PS1) affixes which cause stress to fall on the immediately preceding syllable, and Pre-Stressed Two (PS2) affixes which cause stress to fall on the second syllable before them. This categorisation is summarised in the Affix Stress Property Tree shown in (14).
Insert Table 14 Here
Examples of each type of affix stress property can be seen in (15).
Insert Table 15 Here
The majority of affixes have a more or less fixed stress property. But others show a marked variability determined lexically, while still others have several properties determined by parameters such as the morphological or phonological structure of the base to which they are attached. Examples of affixes with lexically distributed stress properties include -ence/-ent which is stress-neutral or PS1 in ex istence, oc currence, ap parent, ad herence, ad jacent and PS2 in conference, deference, competence, providence.
Examples of affixes whose stress properties are predictably determined by some factors include the negative prefix in-, and the suffixes -al and -ative. BS to APS involving the suffix -ence is that from pre cedence (cp pre cede) to precedence seen above.
In fact, the history of English word stress is fraught with competetion between BS and other stress constraints, especially ASP and APS, with remarkable gains here and there. One such spectacular gain is that of BS which, with the combined effect of APS, wins the stress pattern of spiritual in traditional RP from the expected ASP-induced spi ritual to spiritual (cp spirit). In fact, spiritual is the only word in -ual which does not have penultimate stress (where -ual is not PS1).
The Donor Language Stress (DLS) constraint refers to the attraction that the stress pattern of the borrowing language exerts on loans, especially the recent ones. Recent loans from French thus tend to have final stress as in e lite, la trine, po lice, bur lesque, those from other Romance languages (eg Latin, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish) penultimate stress as in ver batim, maca roni, po tato, di ploma, those from Swahili penultimate stress as in Swa hili itself, ma tatu (public transport bus), ma gendi (bribe), Nai robi, and so on.
Note that the age of a loan from French, a major provider of new words to the English lexicon, is a useful but not sufficient clue to determine the degree of alienness or nativisation of its stress. It is, for example, surprising that a word like chauffeur,which entered the English lexicon as recently as 1899 (Chambers 2008)) and which still has a foreign appearance in many other respects, bears native initial stress as chauffeur. Other similar loans with native stress, many of which have also maintained a foreign segmental appearance, include the following which date from the 18th century, according to Chambers (ibid.): avalanche (first attested in 1771), cinema (1909) , encore (1712), entree (1724), epaulet(te) (1783), restaurant (1927).
As seen in the above examples, the process of nativisation of loans in English often includes a backward movement of stress, to the initial syllable in dissylabic words and to the antepenultimate syllable in longer words where DLS competes with, and often yields to APS. The evolution from ciga rette to cigarette is the outcome of this type of competition.
Some Constraints in Cameroon English
CamE basically shares all the RP constraints discussed above. That is part of what ensures the "Englishness" of this and other similar varieties of English. Indeed that is part of what makes the CamE speaker "sound" English. As far as these RP constraints are concerned, the major differences lie in their lexical distribution: they do not apply in the same way in all the words. But most cases of stress difference in CamE do involve a forward shift. This is by far the more noticeable phenomenon, which induces Atoye's (1991) arguably too general assertion that, in the sister Nigerian English, which has basically the same word stress pattern as CamE, backward stress shift occurs in only five words, the rest of the shift being forward. Some examples of forward stress shift from RP to CamE, chosen out of a multitude, are given in (17) below. The RP stress is shown for the first word in each set of data.
Insert Table 17 Here
It is a difficult but fascinating task to monitor the trail of word stress in its forward migration. The I-Stress (IS) constraint refers to the phenomenon whereby stress tends to fall on the last syllable of a word or a disyllabic prefix if its final rhyme contains a high front vowel; eg cur ry, pet ty, Pakista ni, Soma li; Mag gie, Vi cky ,se mi-final, he misphere, de mi-God, am phitheatre (see Simo Bobda 2010: 68 for more extensive data). Note that some suffixes with a final rhyme high front vowel are sensitive to the IS constraint, such as -ist in typist, bap tist, cathe chist, ty pist while others (eg -is, ive) are not (crisis, creative). In fact, as with most other constraints, the lexical distribution of the IS constraint is unpredictable. It is a puzzle, for example, why petty has a systematic final stress in CamE, while pretty, which is phonologically very similar, does not.
The N-Stress (NS) constraint induces stress placement on the final syllable of a word if this syllable has a final /n/, as in carton, hormone, Susan, hygiene (see Simo Bobda 2010: 68 for more data). NS is a unique example of a gender-sensitive constraint, or a rule in general. Female English forenames are more prone to the constraint than male ones, as seen in fathom, which maintain the RP stress. Apparent cases of violation of FOVS like encourage, manage; finish, tarnish can be accounted for by the stress property of the suffixes -age and -ish, which are stress-neutral in RP as well as in CamE. We would be left with verbs like edit, limit and develop which can be seen as genuine exceptions, the only constraints motivating them being BWS. In fact, there is a slow shift in limit in the speech of a minority of speakers who say li mit; an even more significant minority of CamE speakers shift stress forward in inflectional forms like li mited, li miting. Forward stress is even more frequent in deve lop and its derivatives deve lops, deve loped, deve loping, deve lopment..
The New Affix Stress Property (NASP) constraint refers to the phenomenon whereby affixes are assigned new stress properties different from the ones they have in older Englishes. For example, recalling the data shown above, the negative prefix in-, which is generally stress-neutral in Inner Circle Englishes (eg in active, in different), is systematically self-stressed in CamE ( inactive, indifferent) ; by extension, the prefix in-in all contexts tend to be stressed (eg inquisitive). Another repeated example is -ism, which is also stress-neutral in Inner Circle Englishes (eg RP bi lingualism, capitalism), but PS1 in CamE (eg bilingu alism, capi talism). And a final re-stated example is the suffix -osis which is self-stressed in these older Englishes (eg diag nosis, symbi osis) but PS1 in CamE (eg di agnosis, symbiosis.
The competition
The central argument in this submission, it will be recalled, is that, for any word of more than one syllable, there are generally a number of appeals, based on a range of parameters, for stress to fall on a particular syllable. The range of options is even wider in Outer Circle accents exemplified by CamE, whose stress systems are based both on Inner Circle Englishes and on their own sui generis constraints. While some constraints lead to the same stress placement, others lead to different stress patterns. This is where the notion of competition comes in. The charts in (18) show some examples of words with ranges of constraints that compete with each other for stress placement. The CamE stress patterns of these words are, respectively: capi talism; bulle tin; embar rass; incumbent; ingredient; opponent; safari, sa fari, safa ri; success.
Insert Table 18 Here
Since the constraints, when they conflict, yield divergent stress patterns, stress placement on a particular syllable suggests that one or more constraints have won, while others have lost. If winning constraints are represented by the + sign, losing constraints by the -sign and 0 represents inapplicable constraints, then what I will call constraints matrix will appear as shown in (19) for the above example words in CamE speech. The RP stress is shown at the end of each row for comparison.
Insert Table 19 Here A more comprehensive table showing a much wider range of data and constraints can be seen in Simo Bobda (2010: 72) When the constraints conflict, which is often the case, it is difficult to make a general rule to determine which one or which ones win. In Optimality Theory, it is the strength of the constraint that determines the winning candidate. In the present approach, it is often the case that the highest number of constraints yielding the same result determine the place of stress. For example, the CamE stress of the words below (20) is supported by the combined effect of at least two constraints which follow. The constraints shared by RP are listed first, separated from the local sui generis constraints by a semi-colon.
Insert Table 20 Here A possible concern similar to the above is about the hierarchy between constraints: are some constraints stronger, that is, more likely to determine stress than others? Although it is also still early days to make a general statement, some phenomena clearly stand out. For example, it seems possible to argue that, in CamE, NVA with regard to nominal stress assignment is stronger than FWS and BS, given the high frequency of systematic initial nominal stress in such examples as advice, applause, extent seen above, and in emerging data such as decree, event, mistake, receipt, regret, reply sporadically supplanting the iambic Inner Circle rhythm here and there, especially among speech-conscious educated speakers.
It is important to note that, while stress placement results from the outcome of a competition between several constraints as seen in the foregoing analyses, this outcome is inconsistent within each variety of the language, and across varieties. This can be illustrated by the following derivations in RP and CamE: main tain+ance, in sure+ance, pro test+ant (21).
Insert Table 21 Here
Concerning inconsistency within RP, we can see that, although main tain+ance and in sure+ance have the same stress pattern at the beginning of the process, they surface differently as maintenance and in surance, respectively. The constraints involved here are FWS (in CamE) and BS on the one hand which have the same effect, and BWS and APS on the other, which equally have the same effect. maintenance results from BWS and APS winning over FWS and BS, while in surance results from the reverse phenomenon. With regard to inconsistency between RP and CamE, the situation is even more interesting. Main tain+ance and in sure+ance swop patterns altogether from RP to CamE. This results from the change of winning constraints. FWS and BS win over BWS and APS to yield (CamE) main tenance3, while BWS and APS, reinforced by NASP, win over BWS and ASP to yield (CamE) insurance.
A look at the lexical distribution of the stress property of the suffix -ic(s), internally in RP and in CamE, and across the two accents of English further shows this type of inconsistency but also highlights the autonomy of each variety. In RP, -ic(s) is penultimate stressing (PS1) in a large majority of words, such as aca demic, agro nomic, apos tolic, ar tistic, cos metic(s), fa natic, Mathe matics, scien tific, sta tistic(s). It is antepenultimate stressing (PS2) in some ten common words which include agaric, Arabic, A rithmetic, Catholic, choleric, heretic, lunatic, politic(s), rhetoric, turmeric. In CamE, -ic(s) is equally PS1 in a large number of words, but also in some words which are exceptions to penultimate stressing in RP, having antepenultimate stress; these words include CamE A rabic, cho leric, he retic, lu natic, rhe toric. Conversely, -ic(s) is PS2 in a large number of words which are penultimately stressed in RP, such as systematically (CamE) a postolic, e conomic(s), fanatic, phonetic(s), sci entific; very often de magogic, pe dagogic, de mocratic; sporadically a cademic, e pidemic. This lexical re-distribution of the stress property of the suffix -ic(s) for some words in RP and CamE can be schematized as (22): Insert Table 22 Here It can be seen that the competition throughout is between Affix Stress Property (the accentual property of -ic(s) which is normally penultimate stressing) and the Antepenultimate Stress constraint.
The model proposed here arguably enables a better reading of a number of stress phenomena, such as historical changes. For example, the Competing Constraints model can contribute to the search for motivation for stress shifts in at least some of the following data where stress shifts away from the antepenult and which Bauer (1994; 102) acknowledges she cannot account for (23).
Insert Table 23 Here Indeed, the favourite APS constraint is the surprising loser in all the data, but the origins of the other appeals are identifiable in some cases. Thus, for ex pletive and ex quisite, we can invoke the ASP in the sense that the stress shift makes the prefix ex-regain the stress-neutrality it has in a number of words such as the verbs examine, exclaim, explain, expire, the adjectives ex plicit. In the case of sub stantive, the ASP constraint is equally at work, de-stressing the prefix sub-as in submerge, and other adjectives such as subjective, subjunctive. For jubilee, Bauer (ibid), though not convinced by her own explanation, is arguably right to attribute the final stress to the usual stress property of the suffix -ee as in employee, nominee, referee. Trachea is yet another ASP-induced stress pattern, deriving from the fact that -ea and -ean, though not very productive suffixes, trigger final stress in many words in which they occur, such as Eri trea, diar rhea, gonor rhea, Ko rea, Euro pean.
The shift to penultimate stress in Gladiolus and Uranus is defendably encouraged by their Latin origin, testified by the suffix -us found typically in old Biblical Chistian names such as Albertus, Donatus, Modestus, Nicodemus, Romanus. The constraint here is the DLS. In the case of doctrinal, and urinal, we want to resist the temptation to say that the penultimate stress is due to the possible diphthong in the medial syllable (which makes it a heavy syllable), having previously dismissed the fact that stress is suggested by vowel quality. If we reject this hypothesis, the stress shifts to doctrinal, urinal and obscurantist remain the real puzzle, supported only by the general observation that when stress shifts must occur in English, they generally occur in the forward direction, unless the backward movement is motivated by specific constraints like the APS, NVA or nativisation of foreign stress in loans.
But in general word stress changes in English, be they historical, geographical, social, stylistic or lectal, can be seen as the outcome of the competition in each particular instance between several constraints.
Conclusion
The foregoing analyses arguably provide convincing answers to the puzzles posed in the Introduction. There are three constraints in competition for stress placement in semester and sinister: Backward Stress and Antepenultimate Stress, which produce the same result in this case, and Heavy Syllable Stress. In RP se mester, HSS is the winning constraint, over BWS and APS. In RP sinister, the winning constraints are BWS/APS. In words ending with-ic (-ics), the two constraints in competition are Affix Stress Property and Antepenultimate Stress. ASP is the winner in the majority of words including aca demic, a tomic, ge neric, pho netic, losing to the pressure of APS in a handful of words including Arabic, A rithmetic, rhetoric. In maintenance and insurance the following constraints are involved, which operate in ways which are neither consistent nor parallel, both within each variety considered in this study, and across the two varieties: BWS, APS, BS and New Affix Stress Property. In RP, BWS and APS win in maintenance while BS wins in in surance; in CamE BS wins in main tenance while BWS and APS, reinforced by New Affix Stress Property (in-has the new property of self-stressing in CamE) win in insurance. Of the three stress patterns of safari heard in CamE, safari is induced by BWS or APS, sa fari by Donor Language Stress, and safa ri by I-Stress. CamE capi talism is induced by the winning FWS, APS and New Affix Stress Property (-ism has the new property of Pre-Stressed One (causing stress to fall on the preceding syllable) in CamE, contrasting with its stress-neutrality in RP). The oddity of CamE (verb) record comes from the fact that it violates a wide range of constraints that operate in this very accent: the general Forward Stress constraint, Noun-Verb Alternation, and Final Obstruent Verbal Stress. The general BWS constraint curiously wins over all the others.
